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Analyst Date Price Target

Jon Bishop 22nd April 2020 $0.30/sh   from $0.20/sh

Material Assays & Further Intercepts: Mawson Taking 
Shape

Investment case

The second Mawson hole has delivered material assays and now a third 
hole has found a similar sequence of sulphides 20m to the north.  High 
grade Ni, Cu and Co with precious metals credits supports in situ values 
north of US$500/T of ore.  The discovery of thick zones total up to 42m 
of massive and semi-massive Ni-Cu-Co sulphide mineralisation within 
a broader 145m package that includes 90m of mineralisation should 
be viewed as highly material. And given the aerial geochem footprint 
of some 200x300m, we are hopeful further intercepts will be defined 
in the current (at least) 6 hole diamond programme.  LEG has $13m 
in cash and receivables and a further c.$9m of options in the money 
so is very well funded to execute the current programme.  Further 
drilling success will materially re-rate the stock.  We are reviewing Price 
Target and Valuation (prev. 20cps) in light of the new success however, 
further positive results will see continued upward trajectory given SIR.
ASX was sold eventually for c.A$1.8Bn for its Nova-Bollinger discovery.  
Speculative Buy maintained. We increase our Price Target to $0.30/sh: 
with on-going drilling, geophysics and model coming together, we think 
LEG has momentum and plenty of newsflow to drive share price higher.

Key points
	y The follow-up hole (RKD008) located 70m south of the Mawson 

discovery hole (RKDD007) tested a 6-8000 Siemens off-hole 
conductor, interpreted to be 80m down-dip of the discovery;

	y The hole encountered 5 significant intervals of semi-massive to 
massive sulphides totalling 41.5m in aggregate;

	y The deepest zones comprise c.25m of massive sulphide, that graded 
+2.5%Ni; +1.3% Cu; +0.14% Co; plus Au, Pt, Pd; 
	o At spot prices, a tonne of this ore would equate to over US$500/T 

in situ;
	o As a comparison, the current Nova Reserves = 1.9% Ni; 0.8% Cu; 

0.07% Co or circa US$300/T of in situ value; 
	y The 4th hole in the current program (RKDD011) has also encountered 

massive sulphides in three zones if 12.4m in aggregate over 22m 
section from 217.5m downhole;

	y An upper 15m of vein thru semi-massive sulphides occurs from 130m 
downhole;

	y The Company will undertake Down-Hole ElectroMagnetic surveys 
before independent structural interpretation of the core and assays 
(expected mid-May);

	y Two other holes (RKDD009 and RKDD010) also found evidence 
of non-economic sulphides.  However the holes have assisted the 
application of geophysics and vectoring the ongoing exploration 
drilling towards a large gravity feature and associated geochem 
anomaly to the NNE;

	y The Company is well funded with $13m in cash and receivables and a 
further $19m of options in the money;
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	y We set our Valuation at $0.26/sh (prev. $0.20/sh);
	y We increase our Price Target to $0.30/sh: with on-going drilling, 

geophysics and model coming together, we think LEG has 
momentum and plenty of newsflow to drive share price higher;

	y Further success with the current program will see the stock gap-up: 
Speculative Buy maintained.

Analysis

The make further discoveries of material Ni-Cu-Co mineralisation in the 
second and fifth holes post the discovery hole in the Dec Q of 2019, 
is outstanding and very encouraging that LEG is embarking on the 
discovery of the next major economic Ni-sulphide deposit in the Fraser 
Range.  

Assays from RKDD008 and results from the three new diamond holes 
RKDD009, RKDD010 & RKDD011 have been reported:
	y RKDD008 encountered 5 significant intervals of semi-massive to 

massive sulphides totalling 41.5m in aggregate;
	y The deepest zones comprise c.25m of massive sulphide, that graded 

+2.5%Ni; +1.3% Cu; +0.14% Co; plus Au, Pt, Pd; 
	y RKDD0011 – located 20m to the north of RKDD008 – drilled towards 

the west, has encountered 3 zones of massive sulphide totalling 
12.4m within a broader 21.6m interval;

	y It has also encountered an upper 15m zone containing vein, breccia, 
disseminated and semi-massive sulphides;

	y Two other holes (RKDD009 and RKDD010) also found evidence of 
non-economic sulphides; 

	y However the holes have assisted the application of geophysics and 
vectoring the ongoing exploration drilling towards a large gravity 
feature and associated geochem anomaly to the NNE:

Legend Mining Ltd
(LEG $0.17) Speculative Buy
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OBSERVATIONS

Structural Geological Model, Geophysics & Geochem Are Improving 
Confidence

The locations of RKDD008, RKDD011 and the occurrence of the 
mineralisation was broadly consistent with the structural interpretation 
work completed in late Dec-Jan, and therefore remains coincident with 
the overlying geochem footprint (defined on aircore – annotated above 
in the aerial gravity map in the purple dash line).

The RKDD011 core will now logged structurally ahead of being prepared 
and sent for assay.  Timing of assays on that basis will be mid-May.

We note mineralisation has occurred largely within metasedimentary 
packages.  This is case at Nova-Bollinger for large parts of the Resource.

Of greater significance is that we understand observed geological 
textures are demonstrative of re-mobilisation but – highlighting the 
presence of PGMs – support the theory that these intercepts are 
proximal to the magmatic intrusive source.

The results to date are highly encouraging for the application of 
geophysics and structural geology in combination with the surface 
geochemistry in terms of vectoring in on the main mineralised zones.

The two other holes encountered minor sulphide mineralisation but 
served as imported data points as well as sources of new DHEM to 
locate the latest RKDD011 success.

RKDD010 located 40m down-dip and west of RKDD008 found 
brecciated and disseminated massive sulphides over 2m which correlate 
to the upper semi-massive zone in RKDD008.

Critically, the hole provided sufficient ‘clean’ DHEM signal to identify a 
60,000S off-hole conductor; the basis for the RKDD011 location and 
subsequent massive sulphide intercept.

It has also seen deeper off-hole conductor yet to be tested.

The RKDD009 hole – a 200m step-out south of RKDD008 – proved 
an excellent ‘science’ hole in identifying minor sulphides in thick host 
ultramafic packages but importantly occurring near the basal contact 
near footwall metasedimentary rocks.  A lower signature off-hole 
conductor remains to be tested.

Current activity and data is focusing to the north of the RKDD007 
discovery hole and takes into consideration the large gravity feature 
(pink and white) depicted in the aerial gravity map above.

Wide & Mineable Grade Boosted by Precious Metal Credits

RKDD008 - The hole encountered 5 significant intervals of semi-massive 
to massive sulphides totalling 41.5m in aggregate within a 145m ‘pay zone’ 
with associated gold (Au) and Platinum Group Metals (Pt & Pd):
	y 5.8m (from 148.0m downhole) – 0.97% Ni; 0.61% Cu; 0.05% Co 

(“Heavy disseminated to semi-massive Ni-Cu sulphides”);
	y 10.4m (from 153.8m) – 1.32% Ni; 1.11% Cu; 0.07% Co (“Semi-massive, 

heavy disseminated & massive Ni-Cu sulphides”);
	y 5.6m (from 199.4m) – 2.85% Ni; 1.86% Cu; 0.15% Co (“Massive Ni-Cu 

sulphides”);
	y 6.9m (from 218.2m) – 2.55% Ni; 1.67% Cu; 0.14% Co (“Massive Ni-Cu 

sulphides”);
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	y 12.8m (from 234.9m) – 2.76% Ni; 1.36% Cu; 0.14% Co (“Massive Ni-Cu 
sulphides”);

	y The mineralised sections have associated Au of up to 0.35g/t plus 
PGMs - Pd 7 Pt of up to 0.17g/t with Pt more elevated in the semi-
massive zone;

At spot prices, a tonne of this ore would equate to over US$500/T in situ.

As a comparison, the current Nova Reserves = 1.9% Ni; 0.8% Cu; 0.07% 
Co or circa US$300/T of in situ value.

RKDD011 – the fourth hole to be drilled in the current program, notes 
that the 12m of deeper massive sulphide intercepts visually compare 
with the recently released assays (dd 21/04/20) that graded +2.5%Ni; 
+1.3% Cu; +0.14% Co; plus Au, Pt, Pd:

Shallow Mineralisation & Potential Shallow Dipping Geometries – Open 
Pit Potential

Mineralisation was seen from 102m in RKDD008 and from 129m in 
RKDD011.

These intercepts are similarly shallow per the RKDD007 location which 
commenced from 76m (vs Nova discovery was c.150-200m downhole; 
refer: release dd 26-07-2012).

These holes compare favourably in this regard to the Nova discovery, 
which observed mineralisation commencing from c.150-200m 
downhole (refer: release dd 26-07-2012).

The current RKDD009 hole, is testing geochem anomalism in the 
weathered cover that ended in mineralisation c.111m downhole.  
Mineralisation in fresh rock at this location would result in 
commencement of mineralisation at the 3 locations from 76m to 102m 
to 111m moving along ‘strike’ 300m North to South.

Whilst too early to be definitive, this is encouraging for geometries to 
be shallow dipping;

Noting assays from the shallow disseminated zone within the RKDD007 
discovery hole graded 0.41% Ni, 0.27% Cu, 0.03% Co, 23.18% MgO, any 
scale to this footprint will lend to economic open pit development of 
even the disseminated mineralised rock;
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Growing Footprint

Whilst RKDD009 – the 200m step-out hole to the south – did not 
encounter economic nor massive sulphide mineralisation, the presence 
of sulphides is encouraging that the Mawson feature will be a large 
system.

Further, the result at RKDD011 supports the implied ‘mineralised’ strike 
of 80m implied.  With incremental step drilling to the north at RKDD012 
location, this should build in time should the geophysical model hold.  

Additionally, positive results in terms of Ni-Cu-Co anomalism from the 
aircore programme, will help better define the geochem footprint, 
which to date – albeit on a limited sample set – has some basis to be 
good indicator of proximal primary mineralisation.

This will have a substantial bearing on the interpreted geological model 
and thus potential scale, but importantly begin to establish a robust 
geological model that can be drilled out with increasing confidence.

Though early, this remains very exciting and has the feel that we are 
only just embarking on the full discovery process.

FORWARD PROGRAMME
	y DHTEM from RKDD008 has proven useful to identify, size and 

position off and in-hole conductors;
	y Off-hole conductors identified will be targeted in future drill holes;
	y Down-hole EM will be run on RKDD011 ahead of structural interp and 

then assay (mid-May results);
	y Drilling of hole RKDD012 is underway, testing geological and DHTEM 

geophysical targets circa 20m north of the RKDD007 discovery hole;
	y We anticipate that diamond drilling will continue well beyond the 

initial 6 holes first planned in this program;
	y Air-core will continue to infill the c.200x300m geochem anomaly 

that has given rise to the Mawson discovery and explore a large 
gravity feature due NNE of the Mawson location.
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VALUATION & PRICE TARGET

We set our Valuation at $0.26/sh (prev. $0.20/sh)

We set a $0.30/sh Price Target (prev. 0.20/sh) 

 ASSET VALUATION  A$m  A$/sh 

Rockford Project  600.0  0.23 

Broader exploration  50.0  0.02 

Cash  10.7  0.00 

Receivables (Jindal)  3.0  0.00 

Unpaid Capital (opt. in money)  9.5  0.00 

Debt  -    -   

A$  673  0.26 

We increase our nominal valuation $600m (~9cps) for the broader 
Rockford Project on account of the second and more spectacular 
Mawson intercept.

We add $50m for Braoder Exploration recognising the Company’s 
c.4,000km2 of tenure is what is clearly prospective ground in the Fraser 
Range.

 

Our SOTP Valuation is diluted by all options in the money (c.377m 
$0.04 and $0.072 options).

The Company is well funded with $13m in cash and receivables and a 
further $19m of options in the money;

Further success with the current program will see the stock gap-up: 
Speculative Buy maintained.

Our higher Price Target reflects that LEG has momentum: on-going 
drilling, geophysics and model coming together provide plenty of 
newsflow to drive share price higher.
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Our Market Sensitivity 
Valuation - $0.26/sh 

Price Target - $0.30/sh

Bull Scenario - $0.75/sh 
Continued growth to the Mawson discovery 
and or other exploration discoveries within LEG 
tenure mature towards economic scale develop-
ments.

Base Scenario - $0.26/sh 
Exploration activity in a favourably disposed 
market for exploration for base metals, attracts 
market interest in the lead up, during and await-
ing assays.  Drilling at Mawson continues to build 
a discovery of Resource potential.

Bear Scenario - $0.03/sh 
Equity markets fall and or the exploration pro-
gramme fails to yield a discovery of economic 
potential.

Company Summary
Legend Mining Limited (LEG) is an Australian 
mining and exploration company listed on the 
Australian Securities Exchange. The Company’s 
exploration focus is on its nickel-copper Rockford 
Project in the Fraser Range district of Western 
Australia.  Drilling  of the Mawson Prospect in Nov 
2019 has yielded a material shallow intercept of 
70m of Ni-Cu-Co-Au-PGM bearing ultra-mafic 
and mafic rocks.  A second hole has added to the 
discovery in Mar 2020.

Disclaimer
The projections and information above is based 
on the set assumptions outlined. Due care and 
attention has been used in the preparation of 
this information. However actual results may 
vary from forecasts and any variation may be 
materially positive or negative. Forecasts by their 
very nature, are subject to uncertainty and con-
tingencies, many of which are outside the control 
of Euroz.

Legend Mining Ltd
(LEG $0.17) Speculative Buy
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Copyright & Distribution

The material contained in this communication (and all attachments) is prepared 
for the exclusive use of clients of Euroz Securities Ltd (ACN 089 314 983) 
(“Euroz”) only. Euroz is the holder of an Australian Financial Services Licence 
(AFSL 243302) issued by the Australian Securities and Investments Commission 
(“ASIC”) and is a participant of the Australian Securities Exchange Group  
(“ASX Group”). 

The information contained herein is confidential and may be legally privileged. 
If you are not the intended recipient no confidentiality is lost nor privilege 
waived by your receipt of it. Please delete and destroy all copies, and contact 
Euroz on (+618) 9488 1400. You should not use, copy, disclose or distribute this 
information without the express written authority of Euroz.

Disclaimer & Disclosure

Euroz and its associates declare that they deal in securities as part of their 
securities business and consequently may have a relevant interest in the 
securities recommended herein (if any). This may include providing equity 
capital market services to their issuing company, hold a position in the securities, 
acting as principal or agent, or make a market therein and as such may effect 
transactions not consistent with the recommendation (if any) in this report.

Euroz declares that it may have acted as an underwriter, arranger, co-arranger or 
advisor in equity capital raisings, and will have received a fee for its services, for 
any company mentioned within this report during the last 12 months.

You should not act on any recommendation issued by Euroz without 
first consulting your investment advisor in order to ascertain whether the 
recommendation (if any) is appropriate, having regard to your investment 
objectives, financial situation and particular needs. Nothing in this report shall 
be construed as a solicitation to buy or sell a security, or to engage in or refrain 
from engaging in any transaction.

Euroz believes that the information and advice contained herein is correct at 
the time of compilation, however we make no representation or warranty that 
it is accurate, complete, reliable or up to date, nor do we accept any obligation 
to correct or update the opinions in it. The opinions expressed are subject to 
change without notice. No member of Euroz accepts any liability whatsoever 
for any direct, indirect, consequential or other loss arising from any use of this 
material.

We cannot guarantee that the integrity of this communication has been 
maintained, is free from errors, virus interception or interference.

Analyst Certification

We hereby certify that all of the views expressed in this report accurately reflect 
our personal views about the subject company or companies and its or their 
securities. 

No part of our compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly, related to 
the specific recommendations or views expressed by the authoring analyst in 
this research. 
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